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ThinkFun is committed to creating products that naturally
inspire learning, spark creativity, and build problem solving
skills through play.
The founder, Bill Ritchie, believes fiercely in the power of
a great game to strengthen thinking skills and prepare kids
for the challenges of the 21st century, and shares his dream
of changing the world through play with every partner, client,
and customer.
The dedication and goals of think fun are reflected in their
motto and mission:
Motto: ThinkFun – Ignite your mind!
Mission: For people of all ages who want to challenge their
mind and sharpen their skills, ThinkFun is the world’s leader
in addictively fun games that build reasoning and creative
thinking skills through play.
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Roll & Play™

Your Child’s First Game

Roll & Play is the first game ever designed
specifically for toddlers! To play, simply toss the
big plush cube and identify which colored side
faces up. Choose a matching color card and
perform the simple activity shown. “Make a
happy face,” “Moo like a cow” the activities
supported by Roll & Play are designed to help your
child shine, supporting healthy development and
celebrating success! Roll & Play is the ideal way
to gently introduce play patterns and rules
through a loving, joyful play experience!
Ages 18 months and up

How to Play

Roll the cube... Identify the color...

Awards

Pick that color card

Includes
• 1 Large Plush Cube
• 48 Cards – 8 in Each
Category
• Storage Pocket for Cards
• Parent’s Guide

have fun acting it out together!

Item Info
Item #1800
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01800 9
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“

For people of all ages who want to challenge
their mind and sharpen their skills, ThinkFun
is the world’s leader in addictively fun games
that build reasoning and creative thinking skills
through play.

“

Zingo!®

Bingo with a Zing!
Nominated TOTY 2009 Best Toy of the
Year! This innovative game encourages
pre-readers and early readers alike to match
the pictures and words on their challenge
cards with the tiles revealed in the Zingo!
Zinger device. The first player with a full card
wins the game by yelling “Zingo!” Two levels
of play, and several game variations keep the
zaniness going for hours!
Ages 4 and up

Awards

Includes
• 6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards
• 72 Double-Sided Tiles
• Zingo! Zinger
• Parent’s Guide

Item Info
Item #7700
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07700 6

Zingo!® 1-2-3
Number Bingo

Build your child’s reading and counting skills with Zingo!
1-2-3. Match numbered spaces on your challenge card with
number tiles revealed by the Zingo! Zinger. The first player
with a full card wins the game by yelling “Zingo!” Two
levels of play focus on counting and addition. Zingo! 1-2-3
builds early number sense skills in young players as they
associate digits with images and text, and supports early
math learning through counting and pattern recognition.
This fast-paced game will have the whole family yelling
“1-2-3 PLAY!”
Ages 4 and up

Awards

Includes
• 6 Double-Sided Zingo! Cards
• 72 Double-Sided Tiles
• Zingo! Zinger
• Parent’s Guide

Item Info
Item #7703
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07703 7
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Zingo!® Time-telling
A Fun Way to Learn to Read the Clock

Now you can play your favorite Zingo!® game and teach
time all at once! Zingo! is a fun and interactive game that
brings fast-paced excitement and learning to the classic game
of Bingo! In this time telling version, players will learn to read
the hour and minute hands on an analog clock and make the
translation to a digital clock. With two levels of play, this is a
great way to begin teaching children to tell time and a perfect
game for them to grow with!
Grade K-3 / Ages 5 and up
Awards

Includes
• 1 Zingo!® Zinger
• 32 Hour Tiles
• 32 Minute Tiles
• 6 Double-sided Cards

Item Info
Item #7705
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07705 1

Zingo!® Sight Words

Teaches Words that are Essential to Reading!

Awards

Zingo!® Sight Words is a fun and interactive word game that
brings fast-paced excitement and learning to the classic game of
Bingo! Players learn to quickly recognize and read sight words,
which are words with spelling that is not always straightforward.
Sight words are the most frequently used words in the English
language and make up about 50 - 75 % of all written material.
Learning and mastering sight words is a key step in becoming a
successful, fluent reader. The sight words used in this game have
been specially selected by leading educators as the most fundamental for reading development.
Grade K-1 / Ages 4 and up
Includes
Item Info
• 1 Zingo! Zinger
• 72 Word Tiles
• 6 Double-sided! Cards
• Instructions & Learning Guide

Item #7704
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07704 4

Zingo!® Word Builders
Build Reading Skills, Three Letters at a Time

Zingo!® is a fun and interactive game that brings fastpaced excitement and learning to the classic game of Bingo!
This word building version is great fun for players who are just
learning how to put letters together to form words. With two
levels of play, it’s the perfect game to engage and support
both beginner and more experienced readers.
Grade K-2 / Ages 5 and up
Awards
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Includes
• 1 Zingo! Zinger
• 72 Word Tiles
• 6 Double-sided! Cards
• Instructions & Learning Guide

Item Info
Item #7706
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07706 8

Robot Turtles

A Fun Way to Learn to Code!

The most backed board game in Kickstarter history sneakily
teaches preschoolers the fundamentals of programming, from
coding to functions, while making silly turtle noises! Takes
seconds to learn, minutes to play and provides endless learning
opportunities. Before you know it, your little one will be writing
computer games rather than just playing them!
Robot Turtles is a board game for kids. It takes
seconds to learn, minutes to play, and will
keep them learning for hours. Kids won’t
know it but while they’re playing,
they’re learning the fundamentals of programming.

Ages 4 and up

More variants of play

http://www.robotturtles.com

Includes
• Game Board
• 40 Game Tiles
• 4 Robot Turtle Tiles
• 4 Jewel Tiles
• 4 Code Card Decks (45 Cards Each)

How to Play

Awards

Item Info
Item #1900
Price: 1,125 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01900 6
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Laser Maze™ Jr.

Science Logic Maze For Juniors!
Your Mission: Get the laser beam to the rockets so they can safely return to earth! You’ll need
to use science and logic to reflect the laser beam
to the rockets. Carefully place the satellite mirrors to guide your path, but watch out for space
rocks that might get in your way. It’s one tricky job
for any scientist, but with a little brain power you’ll
be sure to ignite the rockets and your mind. One
mission completed and 39 more to go!
Ages 6 and up

How to Play

Item Info
Item #1044
Price: 1,350 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01044 7
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Includes
• Game Grid with Laser
• 40 Challenges
• Instruction with Solutions
• 11 Game Tokens

Awards

Rush Hour® Jr.

Traffic Jam Puzzle for Younger Players
Younger players can experience the fun and challenge of
our award-winning Rush Hour game in this exciting junior
version! Set up your game grid according to the challenge
card and steer your ice cream truck through a jumble of blocking cars, trucks, and buses to make your way to the exit. 40
age-appropriate challenge cards provide hours of fun while
building logic and reasoning skills in young players.

Ages 6 and up
Awards

Includes

Item Info

• Game Grid
• 40 Challenge Cards
• 15 Cars and Trucks
• 1 Ice Cream Truck
• Game-Go Bag

Item #5041
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05041 2

PathWords™
Jr.
The “Pentominoes Meets Word Search” Puzzle for Young Players
This clever word search puzzle brings the fun of our popular
PathWords game to younger players! Players exercise verbal and
spatial reasoning as they place Pentominoes-style puzzle
pieces onto the challenge grid so the letters under each piece
spell a word. PathWords Jr. engages young players and builds
vocabulary skills with clever graphic hints and funny word play.
An ideal game to instill a lifelong love of word puzzles and logic
games.

Ages 6 and up

Awards

Includes
• Game Grid with Storage for Puzzle
Pieces
• 1 Spiral-bound Booklet with 40
Challenges from Beginner to Expert
• 6 Colored Puzzle Pieces

Item Info
Item #3640
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 03640

Swish® Jr.

See It! Stack It! Card Game
Swish® Jr. is an adaptation of the wildly popular
Swish® for younger players! A Swish is created by
layering two or more cards so every shape fits into the
outline of the same shape and color.

Ages 5 and up

Awards

Includes
• 42 Transparent Cards
• Game-Go Bag

Item Info
Item #1511
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01511 4
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Rush Hour® Shift
2-Player Strategy Game

Escape before your opponent, that’s the goal! The
best-selling sliding block logic game is now for two
players. Every move counts in this race to cross traffic.
As you draw cards, you’ll need a little luck and a clever
strategy to win. Should you use your turn to advance
your own Hero Car or block your opponent? The potential moves are endless, and the shifting Traffic Grid
adds a whole new dimension to play. Just
when you think you’ve cleared a path to
the finish, a shift of the grid can
change the game!
Ages 8 to adult

Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Grid
12 Blocking Vehicles
2 Hero Cars
32 Cards
Instructions with 10 Game Set-Ups
Travel Bag

Item Info
Item #5060WLD
Price: 1,125 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 95060 6

Houdini
Master of Escape Brainteaser
So you think you’re Houdini? Well,
let’s see what you’ve got! Try your hand
at these 40 disentanglement puzzles.
Just secure Houdini using the ropes,
lock and rings and work your magic to
set him free without undoing the clasps!
Sound easy? Well, let’s just say we
won’t ask you to tie yourself up quite
yet!

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
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•
•
•
•
•
•

40 Challenges
2 Ropes
Lock & 2 Rings
Houdini Body & Legs
Trap Cage
Travel Bag

Item Info
Item #7300
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07300 8

Gravity Maze™
A Marble Run for Braniacs!
This gravity powered logic maze is sure
to put your visual perception and reasoning
skills to the test. The towers can be arranged in a wide variety of visually stimulating structures but, for each challenge, you’ll
have to think carefully to build a path that
will carry your marble to the Target Tower.
Ages 8 to adult

Awards

Includes
• Game Grid
• 9 Building Towers
• Target Tower
• 3 Marbles
• 60 Challenge Cards (Beginner to
Expert) with Solutions
• Instructions

Item Info
Item #1006
Price: 1350 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01006 5

Laser Maze™
Beam-Ending Logic Game
Lights and mirrors may make it feel like
magic, but it’s really science and a good dose
of brain power that’s needed to direct the
laser beam through this series of mind challenging mazes. Get ready for a satisfying
mental workout as you flex your strategic
thinking muscles and ignite the light both on
the grid and in your mind!
Ages 8 to adult

Awards

Includes
• 60 Challenge Cards
• 11 Game Tokens

Item Info
Item #1004
Price: 1350 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01004 1
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Rush Hour®

40 Different Traffic Jams, Hours of Fun
Voted one of Parents’ Choice Best 25 Toys of 25
Years! Set up the traffic challenge and battle the
gridlock as you slide the blocking vehicles out of your
way to find a path for your red car to exit! This game
features four levels of difficulty, allowing players to
progress at their own pace. With 40 all-new challenges, it’s even more bumper-to-bumper fun for all ages!

Ages 8 to adult
Awards

Includes
• Traffic Grid
• 40 Challenge Cards
• 15 Blocking Cars and Trucks
• 1 Red Escape Car

Item Info
Item #5000
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05000 9

All Queens Chess™

Strategy Game with Only the Most Powerful Chess Piece
Think of it as four-in-a-row chess. In this two-player game of All Queens
you’ll have to plan your moves carefully as you outwit your opponent to get
four Queens in a row. Just like in a game of chess, the all-powerful Queen
can move any number of squares vertically, horizontally or diagonally. The
only difference is that pieces can’t be captured. Stay alert and exercise
logic as you navigate the board to get your Queens in a row.

Ages 8 to adult
Includes
• 6 Red Queens
• 6 Black Queens
• Game Board
• Instructions

Item Info
Item #3450
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 03450 4

Chocolate Fix®

Sweet Game of Deductive Reasoning

Using the clues, fill the tray with all nine chocolate
pieces in their correct positions. Similar to Sudoku, you
must examine all clues on the challenge card before
making a move. You will feel your confidence build as you
narrow the possibilities to complete each challenge.

Ages 8 to adult

Awards
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Includes

Item Info

• Chocolate Tray
Item #1530
• 40 Challenge Cards
Price: 900 Baht
• 9 Chocolate Pieces
UPC: 0 19275 01530 5
• 18 Shape and Color Place Holders
• Game-Go Bag

Solitaire Chess®

A Strategic Twist on a Timeless Classic
You don’t have to know chess to become a master of
this addictive logic game! The rules in Solitaire Chess
are simple - first set up the chess pieces on the board
according to one of the 60 challenge cards, then
proceed to capture and eliminate all but one piece using
only moves allowed in traditional chess. You must
capture a piece with every move, so this game is fastpaced and always exciting!

Ages 8 to adult

Awards

Includes
• Chess Board with Storage for
Chess Pieces
• 60 Challenge Cards from
Beginner to Expert
• 10 Chess Pieces

Item Info
Item #3400
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 03400 9

PathWords™

Where Word Search and Logic Puzzles Meet
PathWords is the exciting game that combines the
best of Pentominoes and Word Search! Place the puzzle
pieces onto the selected challenge so the letters under
each piece spell a word. Words are read forward or
backward - letters will not be scrambled. With 40
challenges from beginner to expert, PathWords appeals
to both word game lovers and puzzle game fanatics and
will have you exercising your brain for hours!

Ages 12 to adult
Awards

Includes
• Game Grid Storage
• 1 Booklet with 40 Challenges
• 8 Colored Puzzle Pieces

Item Info
Item #3600
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 03600 3

TipOver®

Strategy in Three Dimensions
Your goal is to get the red Tipper Man to the red
crate. Set up your game board to match the challenge
card and then decide which crates to tip over to
create a connected path to the red crate. TipOver
helps develop sequential reasoning skills as you learn
to look ahead and plan your path to victory!

Ages 8 to adult
Awards

Includes

Item Info

• Game Grid
• 40 Challenge Cards
• Red Tipper Man
• 17 Colored Crates
• Game-Go Bag

Item #7070
Price: 1,170 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 07070 0
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Maker Studio™: Gears Set

Designed by Engineers for Budding Engineers!
Maker Studio™ inspires imagination and a love for
engineering. In this set featuring gears, you’ll be able
to build a racecar, a cable car, a 3-wheeler and a
motorcycle. For each build you’re given Engineering
Challenges – experiment with friction, torque and
propulsion as you engineer your solutions. Once you’ve
mastered all four builds, get creative and design
something that’s all your own!

Ages 7 to adult

Includes
• 10 Engineering Challenges
Cards
• Gears Set
• Instruction

Item Info
Item #1701
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01701 9

Maker Studio™: Winches Set

Designed by Engineers for Budding Engineers!
Maker Studio™ inspires imagination and a love for
engineering. In this set featuring winches, you’ll be able to
build a tow truck, a jeep, a well and a crane. For each build
you’re given Engineering Challenges – experiment with
friction, torque and propulsion as you engineer your
solutions. Once you’ve mastered all four builds, get
creative and design something that’s all your own!

Ages 7 to adult
Includes
• 10 Engineering Challenges
Cards
• Winches Set
• Instruction

Item Info
Item #1702
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01702 6

Maker Studio™: Propellers Set

Designed by Engineers for Budding Engineers!
Maker Studio™ inspires imagination and a love for
engineering. In this set featuring propellers, you’ll be able to
build a chopper, a biplane, a windmill and a plane. For each
build you’re given Engineering Challenges – experiment
with friction, torque and propulsion as you engineer your
solutions. Once you’ve mastered all four builds, get creative
and design something that’s all your own!

Ages 7 to adult
Includes
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• 10 Engineering Challenges
Cards
• Propellers Set
• Instruction

Item Info
Item #1703
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01703 3

Block By Block®
Creative Pattern Game

Block By Block expands your spatial problem-solving skills as you combine seven puzzle pieces to
construct three-dimensional structures depicted on
the 60 challenge cards. The puzzle pieces are the
same as the famous Soma Cube of the 1970s. This
spatial puzzle is tough - and very fun!

Ages 8 to adult
Awards

Includes

Item Info

• 60 Challenge Cards
• 7 Puzzle Pieces
• Game-Go Bag

Item #5931
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05931 6

Brick By Brick®
Creative Pattern Game

Brick By Brick challenges you to build a symmetrical brick wall by assembling five puzzle pieces that
match the image on one of 60 challenge cards.
Introduced in 1990, Brick By Brick is a fantastic
spatial challenge that is still going strong!

Ages 8 to adult

Includes

Item Info

• 60 Challenge Cards
• 5 Puzzle Pieces
• Game-Go Bag

Item #5901
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05901 9

Shape By Shape®
Creative Pattern Game

Shape By Shape is an advanced Tangram-style
game, made more difficult because you also fill in the
frame around each shape you make. With 60 challenges, Shape By Shape is a great exercise in conceptual thinking and spatial relationships.

Ages 8 to adult

Awards

Includes
• Game Grid with Card Storage
• 60 Challenge Cards
• 14 Puzzle Pieces
• Game-Go Bag

Item Info
Item #5941
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05941 5
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Gordian’s Knot®
69 Steps to a Solution!

Gordian’s Knot is the world’s hardest
take-a-part puzzle! Every move will enable
one or more pieces to move easily, but finding
the correct sequence of moves that will
unlock the puzzle is no easy feat! Gordian’s
Knot takes patience and determination, and
players who persevere will celebrate their
success once they unravel its mystery. If you
like a serious puzzle challenge, Gordian’s Knot
is for you!

Ages 14 to adult

Awards

Includes
• 6 Colorful Interlocking Puzzle Pieces
• Step-by-Step Solutions Book
• Easy-to-Follow Reassembly
Instructions

Item Info
Item #6820
Price: 540 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 06820 2

Amaze™

16 Mazes, Right in Your Hand

A maze that changes every time you play!
Players must navigate through the maze with
the attached stylus, pushing open movable
gateways while avoiding traps and dead ends!
An innovative twist on a classic maze puzzle,
Amaze’s diabolical shifting pathways change
the solution path during play! With 16 unique
challenges and no pieces to lose, Amaze is
the ideal travel game!
Ages 8 to adult

Includes
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• 16 Maze Challenges
• 1 Hand-Held Maze with
Stylus

Item Info
Item #5820
Price: 450 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05820 3

Swish®

ThinkFun’s First Transparent Card Game
Swish is a spatial card game that challenges you to
be the first to make matches, or “Swishes.” Swishes are
made by stacking as few as two or as many as 12 cards
so that every ball swishes into a hoop of the same color.
The player with the most matches at the end of the
game wins. Various levels of play make this card game
addictively fun for all ages!

Ages 8 to adult
Awards

Includes
• 60 Transparent Swish Cards
• Game-Go Bag

Item Info
Item #1512
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01512 1

Last Letter™

The Classic Last Letter Game with Creative Twist
Our fresh take on this simple last letter game will inspire
creativity, laughter and fast thinking. Race to come up with
a word that is pictured on one of the cards in your hand.
Your word must begin with the last letter of the word
previously called. Call your word first to discard a card. Be
the first player to get rid of your cards and you win! Unique
illustrations encourage creativity and allow for countless
interpretations and a new experience each time you play.

Ages 8 to adult
Awards

Includes
• การ์ดรู ปภาพ 61 ใบ
• กล่องใส่การ์ดพกพาสะดวก

Item Info
Item #1525
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01525 1

WordARound™
Race to Unravel the Word

Who knew that positioning a word in one continuous ring would make it so tricky to read? Be the first
to decipher and shout out the word on each
WordARound card, and you win that card. Collect the
most cards, and you win the game. A fun, fast-paced
card game that will be the life of any party!

Ages 10 to adult
Awards

Includes
• 10 Cards with 300 Words
• Travel-friendly Storage Box

Item Info
Item #1513
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01513 8
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Hoppers®

Peg Solitaire Jumping Game
In this twist on the classic Peg Solitaire game, you
leap one frog over another, removing frogs until only the
red frog remains. Set up the board according to a challenge card, then use your thinking skills to find the right
sequence to remove all the frogs except the red one. With
its whimsical design and easy storage, Hoppers will keep
children and adults endlessly entertained on long road
trips or rainy days.

Ages 5 and up

Awards

Includes
• Game Grid with Storage
• 40 Challenge Cards
• 1 Red Frog
• 11 Green Frogs

Item Info
Item #6703
Price: 675 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 06703 8

Bug Trails®

6-Legged Domino Game
This simple yet extremely entertaining game will have
kids “bugging” their parents for more! Bug Trails is a
6-legged color matching domino game. Place your Bug
Tiles by matching the bug’s colored legs. The first person
to run out of bugs wins! Match two or even three legs and
advance further in the game. Bug Trails teaches simple
strategies and visual matching to younger players and is
fun for the entire family.

Ages 6 and up

Includes
• 40 Bug Tiles
• 1 Bug Scout Flag
• 1 Bug Bag (for play, storage
and travel)

Item Info
Item #5980
Price: 675 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05980 4

IZZI®

The Puzzle with a Zillion Solutions
This pattern matching puzzle consists of 64 square
tiles, each printed with a black and white geometric
pattern. Your goal is to assemble the tiles into an 8 by 8
square following the IZZI rule: In order to place two tiles
adjacent to one another, their colored edges must match
up precisely, Black touching only Black and White touching only White. Constantly changing with endless solutions, IZZI promises fun for players of all ages.

Ages 8 to adult
Includes
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• 64 Playing Tiles
• Endless Solutions

Item Info
Item #5680
Price: 270 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05680 3

ShapeOmetry™

Combine Different Pieces to Create Equal Shapes
ShapeOmetry™ is a fun way to develop spatial,
abstract, and quantitative reasoning skills. To solve the
puzzle challenges, stack green pieces on top of blue
pieces, or vice versa, to create identical shapes. Through
hands-on play, students build key skills, strategies and
mathematical understandings, such as part-to-whole
relationships.

Ages 7 and up
Includes

Item Info

• 10 Blue Puzzle Pieces
• 10 Green Puzzle Pieces
• 50 Ringed Challenge Cards
• Learning Guide & Game-Go Bag

Item #5971
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05971 2

Distraction™

Game of Memory and Hilarious Diversions
Strengthen your memory with this laugh-out-loud card game!
Players take turns drawing number cards and remembering a
growing sequence of digits. Draw a Distraction card and you must
answer a quirky question before reciting the numbers in order! Get
caught repeating the sequence incorrectly and collect the cards
- the first player to run out of cards wins. Distraction is the perfect
way for anyone young or old to improve memory through loads of
laughter and fun.

Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• 1 Deck of 54 Round Number Cards
• 1 Deck of 50 Rectangular Distraction
Cards with 100 Distraction Questions

Item Info
Item #1514
Price: 585 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01514 5

Smart Mouth®

The Quick-thinking Shout It Out Word Game!
It’s a race to make the best word in 60 seconds! With new
rules and enhanced gameplay, this popular family game is better
than ever! Roll the die to determine the word category. Slide the
Letter Getter to reveal two letter tiles and, using those letters,
shout out a word that fits the given category before the timer
runs out. The player who calls out the first word and the player
with the highest ranking word both collect a letter tile for the
round. Once all tiles are gone, the player with the most tiles wins!

Ages 8 to adult
Includes
• Letter Getter
• 36 Green Letter Tiles
• 36 Yellow Letter Tiles
• Category Die
• 60-Second Game Timer

Item Info
Item #5530
Price: 900 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05530 1
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Rush Hour®

Deluxe Edition

Take Gridlock to the Next Level
This deluxe version of our
award-winning game is the perfect gift
for the Rush Hour fanatic! Set up your
game board according to the challenge
card, then steer your snazzy metallic
red car through traffic and out of the
exit. With 60 challenges and five levels
of play, this is the ideal gift for any
serious puzzler!
Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• Game Grid
• 60 Challenge Cards from
Beginner to Grand Master
• 15 Metallic Cars and Trucks
• 1 Red Escape Car

Item Info
Item #5050
Price: 1,125 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 05050 4

a-ha! Brainteaser Kit™
Perfect For The Classroom!

This kit contains instructions and materials to
create 8 unique Brainteaser Centers in your
classroom. Students build problem solving and
critical thinking skills as they play through 8
Brainteaser Centers, using hints to help scaffold
learning as-needed. The “Aha! Moment” that
comes from solving a brainteaser encourages
students to exercise logic in new ways and builds
confidence to take on more difficult challenges.
Grade 2-8 / Age 7 and up

Includes

22

• 8 Brainteasers, each comes
with an Object Card
• 3 Hint Cards
• Learning Guide

Item Info
Item #1450
Price: 1,350 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01450 6

Math
Dice®
The Fast, Fun Game of Mental Math
Math becomes more fun when you think on the
fly! Roll the two 12-sided target dice and multiply
them to get a target number. Roll the three scoring
dice and combine these numbers using addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, or even powers
to build an equation that is closest, or equal to, the
target. This mental challenge helps players sharpen
math skills by solving problems in a fun new way.
Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• 2 Target Dice
• 3 scoring Dice
• Practice Tables
• Game-Go Bag

Awards

Item Info
Item #1510
Price: 270 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01510 7

Math
Dice®
Jr.
Kid’s First Mental Math Game
Math Dice Jr. is the perfect complement to ThinkFun’s ever-popular Math
Dice! Roll the 12-sided Target Die to get
your target number, then roll the five
6-sided Scoring Dice. Using addition
and/or subtraction, combine the Scoring
Dice to match the target number, moving
one space on the Scoring Track for every
Scoring Die used. The first player to reach
the finish line wins!
Ages 8 to adult

Includes
• One 12-Sided Die
• Five 6-Sided Dice
• Scoring Track
• Game-Go Bag

Item Info
Item #1515
Price: 450 Baht
UPC: 0 19275 01515 2

Awards
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